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Information powers your business, and now with NetDocuments Analytics you can access new insights to improve 
and understand user behavior. Business leaders, practice teams and IT administrators can use Analytics to shape 
business outcomes.

With Analytics, you can see key information needed to increase user adoption and maximize the value of your 
document management system (DMS). At-a-glance insights into how users interact with NetDocuments provide the 
information you need to drive success across the organization.

Gain Clear Visibility into How NetDocuments is Used 
with Smarter Insights at Various Levels

Visualize user activities in NetDocuments to improve user behavior.
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Insights for your business.

Through Repository Analytics, you’ll 
gain actionable insights to how 
NetDocuments is used by your 

business, including document types, 
user engagement, and system 

performance.

Learnings for your department.

With Cabinet Analytics, you’ll develop a 
deeper understanding of user behavior 

to promote adoption, training, or 
information governance.

Information for your projects.

Utilizing Workspace Analytics, you 
will learn how users interact with 

documents at-a-glance. You can easily 
view which documents are most 

accessed and who is actively involved 
with a project.

Increase Expertise Sharing Monitor System Performance Maximize ROI

Workspace Analytics makes it easier to 
identify top users and key contributors, 
facilitating collaboration and knowledge 

sharing across your organization.

Repository Analytics gives you a view 
into system speed, usage, and more 

so you always know you’re getting the 
most out of your investment.

Cabinet Analytics provides the data 
necessary to understanding how your 
team works so you can identify areas 

for improvement and targeted training.

Transparency is the New Expectation
Analytics delivers clear insights into critical areas of the business, ensuring those in your organization have what 
they need to spend less time searching for answers and more time focused on key tasks.

Schedule a demo today. netdocuments.com/demo

Access new insights to improve and understand
user behavior with Analytics.

https://www.netdocuments.com/
https://www.netdocuments.com/demo

